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Abstract

Mathematical abilities are extremely important. Among the mathematical disorders, there

is Dyscalculia, a Specific Learning Disorder. Dyscalculic children struggle in understand-

ing numerical concepts. It might be possible to train individuals who have difficulties in

understanding maths and numerical concepts, during kindergarten or the very first years

of elementary school, to try to enhance mathematical skills. In this project, we designed a

new tool in this sense with the aim of helping children at risk of a diagnosis of dyscalculia.

We propose an AI-based videogame to train kids and try to prevent a future diagnosis of

dyscalculia, reducing the possible effects that this disorder could have. This project is based

on a piece of research conducted by Manuela Piazza, Vito De Feo, Stefano Panzeri, and

Stanislas Dehaene entitled "Learning to focus on number", according to which the dyscal-

culic individuals, when asked to perform a counting task, struggle to focus only on numerical

information, being influenced by the so-called non-numerical characteristics, such as the size

of the item to count. In other words, the non-numerical dimensions could interfere and

distract when making a judgment that should only be taken depending on the numerical

dimension. With age and education, the individual becomes more and more accurate in

counting, learning how to filter the numerical information, the relevant one, from all the

other, irrelevant, ones. Our project takes inspiration from this research paper, with the aim

of designing a game app that should train kids on how to filter the irrelevant non-numerical

dimensions during a counting task, helping them in making judgments based only on the

number of items to count. The game is assisted by an AI software, that must guide the

training and evolve with the improvement of the kid. The game has been designed as much

attractive and understandable as possible, given that it will be played by preschooler kids.

We hope that the training will help in the prevention and, maybe, in the treatment of

Dyscalculia.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Mathematical abilities are, nowadays, extremely important, in many as-

pects of life, not just in school or workplace, but also in everyday living. It is

very important to be able to identify if there exists some math ad arithmetic

problems as soon as possible, as it is easier to act on those difficulties during

childhood, to ensure a better quality in learning throughout life in school,

and also ensure a better usage of those mathematical abilities in everyday life.

Humans, as well as many other animal species, are born with what is called

Number Sense, which has been defined by Kesler et al. [1] as a non-verbal

skill that involves spatial relationships between numbers along a mental num-

ber line allowing for number comparison and processing. It is important to

understand and define the concept of number sense because it is thought that

individuals struggling with mathematical abilities are believed to have a core

deficit in number sense. It is by, somehow, testing the Number Sense that

scientists could understand if an individual have mathematical disabilities or

not. The way scientists could test the Number Sense are several, like:

• tests of numerical distance, i.e. understand how much distance there

exists between two different numbers.

• calculation and counting tests, i.e. addition and subtraction.

• number comparison tests.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

After those tests, as well as many others, and after having understood if

there are mathematical disabilities or not, it is possible to plan a training

program to intervene on that difficulties and improve mathematical skills.

The proposed project focuses on a specific kind of mathematical disorder,

which is Dyscalculia. Dyscalculia, also known as Developmental Dyscalculia,

is one of the possible forms of SLD (Specific Learning Disorders), alongside, for

example, the best known Dyslexia, which affects the ability to acquire school-

level arithmetic skills [2], preventing individuals that suffers from such a disease

from learning math as other individuals, resulting in a severe impairment in the

skills acquisition, and, of course, in a deficit in the entire learning process, from

kindergarten to primary school to high school. Dyscalculia can be diagnosed

only when primary school begins; this means that, before primary school,

kids can never be defined as dyscalculic, but can be considered "at risk of a

Dyscalculia diagnosis".

It may be possible to train the brain of the kids, ideally during kindergarten

or maybe the very first years of primary school, to prevent a diagnosis of

Dyscalculia or to reduce its symptoms. The presented project with this thesis

is a possible intervention tool that is aimed at those children that

encounters difficulties in numerical tasks, with the aim of training their

brain and improving the mathematical skills of children as much as possible

to allow them to face the world of numbers with a stronger attitude and with

much more motivation.

To summarize what is inside this thesis, the first goal has been to deeply

study Dyscalculia, and create a game application, made of a client and a server,

that is thought to be played by kids that attend the last years of kindergarten

(3-5 years old kids), with the aim of training kids and help them improve their

mathematical abilities as much as possible.

Dyscalculia will be extensively treated in the next chapter, exploring all the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

literature to date alongside many possible solutions, but it is worth noticing

right now that the decision of implementing a game-like application is not a

case: there are various studies that report having success with their "training"

games, as it is a way for kids to be entertained and, at the same time, it

is proved that they improve their mathematical abilities, or their abilities in

general. There are especially two interesting cases that will be mentioned in

the dedicated chapter, that are Rescue Calcularis [3] and The Number

Race [4][5]. This last one, particularly, is extremely famous as it has been the

first documented game with proved usefulness, and also because it has been

available for any platform (Windows, Mac) in many languages.

The project was inspired by a study conducted by Manuela Piazza, Vito De

Feo, Stefano Panzeri, and Stanislas Dehaene. The paper, entitled Learning

to focus on number [6], proposes that, when a dyscalculic individual is asked

to answer questions involving numerical information, he or she has difficulty

focusing only on it, allowing himself or herself to be influenced by possible

non-numerical information, such as size or color. The research, to which an

entire chapter of this thesis will be dedicated, therefore proposes a training

method that should eliminate the so-called interference effect, training the

ability of the dyscalculic individual to focus only on the number, filtering out

all other possible distracting information.

Finally, one chapter will report out the project itself, how it is built and

especially it will focus on the server-side, including all the used technologies

and how far the project has gone up until now. The same chapter will also tell

about the effort made to make the entire project consistent with the literature

and the parameters normally used in literature, and also made it work with

the Unity Environment, which is the one used to implement the client-side of

the project.

The thesis ends with an explanation about the possible evolution of the

game and the project.
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Chapter 2

Dyscalculia

As said in the introduction, the game app that has been implemented hav-

ing in mind the possibility to train children with mathematical or counting

difficulties, given that to intervene during childhood should bring the highest

possible level of benefit through school and everyday life. But before talk-

ing about the game itself, it is good to introduce and discover the world of

number, how our mind is able to represent number concepts and what are

the main difficulties in representing number concepts; later, a discussion about

what is dyscalculia is made, talking also about how does it affect children in

their lives and if there exists some way to train it.

2.1 Our Mind and The Numbers

Humans, as well as other animals (like fish and non-human primates) are

born with an innate ability of representing and compare numerical magnitudes

of sets of objects [7], revealing somehow that humans possess the so-called

Number Sense. Some studies, like the one by Khanum et al. [7], have also pro-

posed the idea that this ability relies on an Ancient Cognitive System, known

as Approximate Number System or, shortly, ANS. But the difference

between humans and many other species is that our species receives also a

formal education, with the goal of enhancing and elevating the ANS, which is
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

referred to having an approximate idea of numbers and number magnitude in

our mind, to a much more accurate and detailed representation. It is believed

that training the ANS, both within a laboratory environment or also outside

(like in classrooms or schools in general), allow an improvement of basic sym-

bolic arithmetic not only in children but also in adults. These findings belong

to the study by Khanum et al., already cited, but this is not the only study on

training the ANS that had success. Another study, by Honorè and Noel, [8],

cites how the ANS must be considered as the root of numerical and arithmetic

skills, how it is shared with other animals species and finally how it is con-

nected with the concept of Number Sense: the fact that human beings are

born with ANS leads to the idea that there is an innate sense of the numerical

concept, alongside number magnitude and number comparison that is born

with us, a numerical concept that is simply called Number Sense.

A possible formal definition of Number Sense can be the one given by Kesler

et al., [1], which states the following: "Number Sense is defined as a non-

verbal skill that involves spatial relationships among a mental number line

allowing for number comparison and processing". In other words, it refers to

a mental representation of the concept of number inside humans’ mind, which

leads to the possibility to perform tasks like number comparison and process-

ing. Since Number Sense is believed to be biologically determined, it is possible

to affirm that Number Sense and ANS concepts are strictly correlated

and are fundamental in order to evaluate whether an individual has any kind

of numerical struggle: there exists many training tasks to be submitted to

kids, in order to understand whether they have some mathematical disability

(or not), the severity of that disability and if that disability can be labelled as

dyscalculia or not.

Several studies propose several methods and strategies to train the ANS

and the Number Sense. A first possibility could be to practise with a game-

like, online program which proposed exercises like quantity comparison, men-
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

tal calculation and sorting tasks ([1]). An interesting study, entitled Influ-

ence of initial mathematical competencies on the effectiveness of a

classroom-based intervention, [9], proposes the so-called IDR, which is

the acronym for Integrated Dynamic Representation, a computer-based

tool which aims to test the formal and informal mathematical knowledge. The

difference between formal and informal knowledge is that, while in the

first case it is possible to acquire knowledge informally, like through the us-

age of a game or through intuition or even through daily experience, in the

latter case the knowledge is built through formal education and dedicated exer-

cises and tasks, such as practising with addition or subtraction. This study

is particularly interesting, as it uses IDR to enhance not only mathematics

competencies, but also mathematically based word-problem solving abilities.

The numerical training is done in three different forms:

• Iconic Representation, i.e. the information is presented through the

usage of images only

• Symbolic Representation, i.e. the information is given through words

• Mixed Representation

The tasks are counting, quantity comparison, informal/formal calculation,

informal/formal concepts and number facts. Informal/formal calculation means

that the mathematical operations are presented twice, firstly informally, later

formally. Being the IDR an adaptive tool, people with the highest level of

difficulty recorded more consistent improvements, compared to people with

less difficulty, who still improved after training. Furthermore, this paper also

introduces the concept of MLD, which stands for Mathematical Learning

Disorder as a formal concept, and also classify the severity of the mathemati-

cal difficulty as low, medium or high. An important concept that is introduced

within this study is that people with ADHD (Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity

Disorder) are the ones who have the most difficulty with numerical
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

concepts. In other words, whether an individual suffers from ADHD, then it

will be more likely that the same individual has math difficulties or that their

difficulties are worsened by the presence of ADHD (ADHD-MLD comorbidity).

This is a very interesting finding, that has been cited also by Gonzales-Castro

et al., [10], which states not only the heterogeneity of students with MLD, not

only that students with MLD continue to experience math difficulties even in

the higher grades, such as high school, but also confirms that those difficul-

ties are exacerbated by the presence of ADHD: indeed, students with both

MLD and ADHD manifest a set of cognitive problems that must be summed

up, resulting in an high risk of failure with maths. Moreover, it states that,

considering people with MLD, only 3% to 13% of them experiences serious

specific maths disabilities, whereas, in case of MLD-ADHD comorbidity, this

percentage rises significantly: between 11% and 26%.

Last concept to introduce is the one of the Working Memory (WM). Ac-

cording to the definition provided by Passolunghi et al, [11], "Working memory

(WM) refers to a mental workspace, which enables a person to hold informa-

tion in mind while simultaneously performing other complex cognitive tasks".

In other words, WM could be imagined as a container in which informa-

tion resides as long as it is necessary for the completion of a more complex

operation (which can be a mathematical operation, but also of another nature),

and it can be considered as a key domain-general predictor of mathematical

competence. Moreover, it is bounded both to early and to later numeracy

skills, which means that all the numerical calculations, even the simplest ones,

require the intervention of the Working Memory. The importance of WM is

emphasized by the fact that WM influences the mathematical achievements

and that poor WM ability leads to poor mathematical performances. The

interesting thing to notice is that, to date, there isn’t a specific training

that enhances WM ability only, but, instead, since the WM is a precursor

of early numeracy skills and achievements, by training WM, a so-called trans-
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

fer effect will be produced on early numeracy. In other words, with the WM

training, the kid improves not only on WM ability but also on early numeracy,

since there will be a transfer effect of knowledge.

The concepts of WM are also cited by another study, [12]: the definition of

WM provided by this study is consistent with the one provided by the previous

study. A new point of view proposed by this study is that WM is organised

as a series of subsystems, alongside a core system, also known as central ex-

ecutive: there exists one subsystem to visualize the information (also known

as visuospatial sketch pad), two subsystems responsible of storing informa-

tion and one is responsible for verbal and language-related content. Among

the subsystems of WM, the visuospatial subsystem is believed to be the

best predictor for arithmetic problem solving, followed by the central execu-

tive. The study’s goal was to perform two different kind of computer-based

training tasks (number-line and magnitude comparison to train the number

sense and a so-called n-back updating task, a Corsi block task and a letter span

task to train the visuospatial WM) and investigate if the two trainings led to

improvements in mathematical skills and if, possibly, one of the two trainings

had led to higher improvements than the other training. Even if the gains in

the spatial WM training were not as high as the ones in Number Sense, the

results suggests that either training of number sense or WM training

may enhance math ability, which leads to confirm the concept of transfer

effect previously mentioned.

This study by Gonzales-Castro et al., [10], cited before, paves the way to

a specific discussion about dyscalculia: given that dyscalculia is one of the

existing mathematical disorders, it is inserted among them, but it is necessary

to make a separate discussion given the interest of the scientific community

towards this disorder and also the fact that more and more individuals are

sufferring from it.
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

2.2 What is Dyscalculia?

The previous paragraph can be considered as an introduction to try to

understand how big the world of number is. Now is the time to turn the

spotlight on dyscalculia only. A detailed and long discussion about MLD has

been addressed: when referring to Mathematical Learning Disorder, it is all

about a very wide range of disorders of a mathematical nature, which have

been also classified as mild, medium and high,[9], depending on the difficulties

that characterize the individual, which means that we can classify the level of

difficulty of the single individual to prepare a plan of intervention and training,

which best fits the needs and the level of competencies and difficulties of the

kid.

Turning the page to the Dyscalculia, as said Dyscalculia, also known as De-

velopmental Dyscalculia, or DD, is one of the possible mathematical disorders.

Various definitions of "Dyscalculia" have been proposed and although there

is no universal one, it is convenient to report one provided by the DSM-IV

(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), which sug-

gests that a diagnosis of Developmental Dyscalculia (DD) is suggested when

"mathematical ability, as measured by individually administered standardized

tests, is substantially below that expected given the person’s chronological age,

measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education" [2]. Many studies have

been conducted on school-based and general population, not only in Western

countries, highlighting a possible estimation of people suffering from DD rang-

ing from 3% to 6%. This estimation suggests that dyscalculic individuals may

suffer from it because of other specific learning pathologies or SLDs, such as

Dyslexia, which creates problems in the case of reading. Another possible def-

inition is the one given by Kucian et al., [3], which states that Developmental

Dyscalculia (DD) is a specific learning disability that affects the acquisition of

mathematical skills in children with normal intelligence and age-appropriate
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

school education, presumed to be due to impairments in brain functions. A

third and final definition is the one given by Ladislav Kosc: "Developmental

dyscalculia is a structural disorder of mathematical abilities which

has its origin in a genetic or congenital disorder of those parts of

the brain that are the direct anatomico-physiological substrate of

the maturation of mathematical abilities adequate to age, without

a simultaneous disorder of general mental functions". By analyzing

this last definition, it is quite clear that Kosc is making a inherent distinction

between:

• Primary Dyscalculia: this category includes those mathematical deficits

which are the result of a reduced ability when it comes to acquiring math-

ematical skills.

• Secondary Dyscalculia (or pseudo-dycalculia): an individual suffers

from pseudo-dyscalculia if its math deficits are influenced by external

factors.

This categorization is key to remark the distinction between DD and MLD,

and this is also shown by the increasing body of research on DD and MLD

growing this last years, identifying in DD an endogenous learning disorder

whereas considering MLD as driven by exogenous factors or cognitive deficits

not specific to numerical processing, such as working-memory, visual-spatial

processing or attention. The question to be answered now is: What deficits

does a dyscalculic child exhibit? Answering this question is of fundamental

importance as fully understanding the difficulties helps you to think about the

way to intervene on those difficulties. To answer this question, it is useful

to analyze the behavioral and brain-lever characteristics of primary DD, also

making a clear distinction between primary and secondary DD.
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

2.2.1 Symptoms of Dyscalculia

Many researches have reported their own symptoms of DD. Here, we give

a first glimpse of what are the possible symptoms of DD:

• Difficulty in understanding or remembering concepts related to math-

ematical operations, like multiplication, addition, subtraction, division,

fractions, carrying or borrowing, [13].

• Problems in understanding the mapping between numbers when written

as a word (such as the word “two”) and their corresponding Arabic

cipher (the Arabic cipher ’2’), [13].

• Trouble explaining math processes, [13].

• Trouble when asked to complete a mathematical task and trouble when

asked to show the steps that involve the completion of a mathematical

task, [13].

Another point of view is provided by Navagalli et al., [14], which provides

another list of possible sympthoms that DD patients may manifest:

• General difficulties when working with numbers and confusion when using

math symbols, not just Arabic ciphers but also plus (+), minus (-) and

so on.

• DD patients ofte reverse or transpose numbers (for instance, 29 will be-

come 92).

• Problems with telling and time and computing math mentally.

• Difficulty with estimation and approximation.

• Slowness in given answers to math questions.

All of those symptoms clearly reflect on the mathematical and general per-

formance of the DD patient, influencing his/her academic path and resulting

into various types of DD, which will be mentioned in the following subsections.
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

2.2.2 Behavioral Characteristics

In recent years, the idea according to which DD could originate in a deficit

in the neurological system that processes numerical quantities, making the

elaboration of complex arithmetic facts was born. Of course, this influences

the learning process of math and arithmetic facts, at various stages of the

growth, but it also poses a doubt to the scientific community: is it possible

that the fundamental and basic skills are not present? It is not just a matter of

arithmetic facts: DD patients could show difficulties in processing numerical

magnitude information. This may suggest a lack of automaticity in processing

numerical information, which actually is not a universal indicator whether the

underlying semantic representation is impaired, or whether there is a deficit in

the link between the semantic representations and their symbolic referents, but

still it is very much used by the scientific community as a method to investigate

on a possible presence of DD in a patient.

2.2.3 Non-Numerical Deficits

DD is a specific learning disorder that affects math skills, but still it has

to do with domain-general cognitive mechanisms such as working memory,

visual-spatial processing, or attention, as highlighted in the previous para-

graph. This motivates why, when observing a DD patient, it is possible to

witness other kinds of difficulties, which must in any case depend on deficits

in WM, for example. The role of visuo-spatial processing is key for arithmetic

processing: despite that, the literature is not consistent. Indeed, depending on

the used criteria, some studies classify primary DD as completely independent

from WM impairments, meaning that it is secondary DD patients that may

manifest problems related to WM and simila. Finally, an important thing is

that some studies report that the root cause of DD must be researched into a

disruption of the mapping between Arabic digits and their numeri-

cal magnitudes, meaning that the DD patients may encount difficulties right

12



CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

in the moment when he/she sees Arabic digits, because in his/her brain the

mapping between the ciphers and the concept of the number is completely

disrupted.

2.2.4 Neural Characteristics

A detailed analysis of how the brain reacts to number facts in general has

been conducted by Kaufmann et al., [15], which collects and arranges various

studies on brain imaging precisely in the case of arithmetic facts, focusing

its attention on the brains of children. It must be underlined that only 19

researches have been included into this Meta-Analysis: it would be good, in

the future, to be able to expand this number. According to this Meta-Analysis,

there are three distinct but functionally interconnected neural networks that

support different components of number processing and computation:

• the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus, in charge of mental

representations of the magnitude of number (also referred to as Number

Sense).

• the left angular gyrus (which is situated in the inferior parietal lobe and

closely neighbors language-relevant regions), responsible for encoding and

retrieval of arithmetic facts.

• the occipital brain regions and its integrity (including the so-called visual

word-form-area, known also as VWFA), in charge of processing of written

calculation.

Results of this study are four-fold:

• when aiming to identify brain regions that support the comparison of

symbolic and non-symbolic numerical magnitude in control children, it

was shown that in children symbolic and non-symbolic processing pro-

duces right parietal fMRI signals, while the left parietal lobe appears to

respond mainly to the symbolic elaboration of the number.
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

• when aiming to study age-dependent activation differences between chil-

dren and competent adults with regards to comparing non-symbolic num-

bers, it was shown that age modulates the exact localization of pari-

etal activations, thus children activate multiple intraparietal anterior re-

gions, while the intraparietal activations of adults are more posterior and

stronger in the right hemisphere.

• when the goal was to identify brain regions that are activated in a coher-

ent but different way from children with and without dyscalculia in the

numerical comparison task, the fronto-parietal fMRI responses of children

with and without dyscalculia are quite distinguishable because, compared

to Dyscalculics, control patients produced stronger activations in the left

precuneus, right inferior parietal lobe and right DLPC.

• finally, the ultimate goal was to identify neural correlates that are con-

sistently recruited by typically developing children when solving simple

calculations. In this case, it was shown that the children produced con-

sistent and extensive activations in the lower and upper parietal cortices

(including bilaterally IPS and right SMG).

2.2.5 Types of Dyscalculia

In the previous sections, the topic "dyscalculia" has been explored in var-

ious directions, analyzing what may be the symptoms of dyscalculia, from a

behavioral but also strictly numerical point of view, highlighting the aspect

of non-numerical deficits and the study of the areas of the brain involved in

processing numerical information. However, before moving on to the possible

numerical trainings available in the literature, it should be emphasized that,

although a classification of the various types of DD has already been provided,

that is, the one that distinguishes primary DD from the secondary one, [2], a

further classification method is reported, suggested by Navagalli et al., [14],
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and which is more closely related to the symptoms of DD.

• Verbal DD : interpretation of verbal math terms.

• Operational DD : performing basic arithmetic operations.

• Lexical DD : reading written math terms, symbols (related to symbolic

math and Arabic digits).

• Graphical DD : symbol manipulation (related to symbolic math and Ara-

bic digits).

• Ideognostic DD : mental calculations.

• Practognostic DD : pictorial representation, may be by means of images.

Having concluded the discussion about Dyscalculia, the methods of recog-

nition and the types highlighted by the literature, it is time to analyze the

possibilities.

2.3 Training Dyscalculic children

A tremendous effort has been made over the past few decades to ensure

that DD patients can improve their math skills, and in fact, different ways

of training numerical abilities of DD patiens have emerged. Very often, in

the literature it is possible to find examples of mathematical training, done

by means of number comparison or mental line representation tasks or also of

addition (with and without carry) and subtraction (with and without borrow).

Here are some of these possible numerical trainings and the purpose for which

they were carried out.

The first example of numerical training that is worth noticing is the one

proposed by Piazza et al., [16]: according to this research, there are no studies

that have shown unequivocally that dyscalculic children are compromised in

purely non-verbal and non-symbolic numerical tasks: there are, instead, stud-

ies that show that dyscalculic children have numerical difficulties when they
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have to compare quantities expressed through Arabic digits, but not when

quantities are expressed as non-symbolic numerosities, which is why the study

proposes a numerical comparison task, in which the children saw pairs of black

dot arrays and were asked to decide without counting which matrix contained

the greatest number of dots.

So the training in this case is a non-symbolic numerical comparison

task, bringing as a result the fact that number acuity is severely impaired

in dyscalculic children in comparison to non-dysclaculic ones. Moreover, this

result fits with neuroimaging studies, showing that regions of the parietal cor-

tex, close to the locus of specialised neural systems for numerical quantity

are structurally or functionally impaired in dyscalculic subjects, confirming a

severe impairment in DD patients at the brain level, suggesting also

that Dyscalculic children, when facing with arithmetic problems, implement

compensatory strategies using auxiliary systems.

Another interesting point of view is offered by Navagalli et al, [14]. This

study introduces the possibility of using computerized tools to submit a

mathematical training, reporting simple tools, such as a simple Electronic

Math Worksheet, as well as more complex tools such as the The Number

Race software, which it will be the subject of a detailed description later

on. A similar study is the one by Ansari et al, [2], which, again, cites The

Number Race as a possible strategy to train dyscalculia. The principal goal of

The Number Race is to propose tasks like placement of numbers on to a

number line: in other words, it is the game’s goal to improve the precision

of numerical magnitude representations in DD subjects.

Finally one last interesting study, the only one where the subject were

adults, was the one by Castaldi et al., [17]. Thanks to this study, it is possible

to introduce an important concept that will come back in the next chapter:

the interference between a numerical and a non-numerical dimension.

Indeed, the first aim of the study was to determine the ability of able-bodied
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adults (non-dyscalculic subjects) to discriminate between the judgement of nu-

merosity versus the judgement of another quantitative dimension (which, in

case of this experiment, was the average item size), evaluating the interfer-

ence effect between the numerical and the non-numerical dimension, thanks

to a set of stimuli made of heterogeneous arrays of dots, half black and half

white, which were generated varying orthogonally in means size and numeros-

ity. When asked to compare and to guess which one of the two presented

array of dots was the most numerous, the adult should be able to discriminate

between the numerosity (numerical dimension) and the size of the dots (non-

numerical dimension) in order to focus only on numerosity and guess it right.

The second objective of the study was to subject adult DD patients to an

enormous amount of tests, in order to evaluate their performance on tasks of

average size of the object, discrimination of numerosity, trying to find a confir-

mation to the hypothesis according to which dyscalculia is associated,

or not, with a general deficit of inhibitory control. The results of this

study can be summed as follows: although participants without mathematical

problems were able to compare the numerosity without noticeable interference

from the non-numerical dimension, they tended to overestimate the average

size when presented with a high number of dots and tended to underestimate

it when presented with a small number. This pattern of results suggests that

the interference pattern is not affected by different attention allocation or vi-

suospatial memory load, at least as far as differences in presentation modes

are concerned. In contrast to the control subjects, and as could be expected,

the dyscalculic group was strongly affected by the congruence of the informa-

tion of irrelevant (non-numerical) size during the judgment of average size,

although during the judgment of numerosity the groups were both influenced

in the same way by the number of points in the arrays. This states that the

interference effect is something that has to do with both dyscalculic

and non-dyscalculic subjects, even if control subjects are able to not be
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CHAPTER 2. DYSCALCULIA

influenced as much as dyscalculic subjects.

2.4 How to use the knowledge gained until now?

This careful and deep analysis of Dyscalculia, its sympthomps and types

and the possibilities on how to train it leads to the core of the project that is

object of this thesis. Particularly, it paves the way to the inspiration paper of

the game-app itself that this theses wants to tell about, which will be reviewed

in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Learning To Focus On Numbers

To better understand the rationale behind the game-app that will be pre-

sented in the following, it is wise to firstly introduce the paper that has inspired

the game.

3.1 Premises

This study was concentrated on kids, particularly on their ability to make

numerical judgement. In the previous chapter, it was highlighted how hu-

mans are able to discriminate since the infant age, even if the precision is very

low: indeed, newborns are able to discriminate only when the presented sets

differ by 300%. This precision in discrimination grows with the kid, until they

reach adulthood and become able to discriminate even when a small change

happens (i.e. when two sets differ by just 15%-20%). A key role is played

by the formal, scholastic education, which speeds up improvement in the abil-

ity to discriminate. This observation related to the way in which the human

kid improves in performing discrimination tasks while growing leads to an

important concept, which is the one of the Optimal Decision Boundary. A de-

cision boundary can be defined as a straight line, which divides the Cartesian

plane into two parts. Each of the two parts of the plane represents a class.

The optimal one is so called because it manages to perfectly separate
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CHAPTER 3. LEARNING TO FOCUS ON NUMBERS

the two classes, so it represents the best solution to a classification problem.

The spatial characteristics of the Optimal Decision Boundary determine the

level of competence of the tested subject: if it is perfectly vertical, then it is

the best possible line.

Figure 3.1: Optimal Decision Boundary: each dot represents a single trial. The vertical

line represents the Optimal Decision Boundary for a comparison task. For each dot, the

closer it is to the boundary, the harder is to correctly classify that dot/trial.

Figure 3.1 offers a graphical representation of an Optimal Decision Bound-

ary, which separates the left class, in which the number of dots shown in the

second area is lower than the number of dots shown in the first area, from the

right class, in which the viceversa happens.

By looking at this Figure, which represents the feature space, it is also

possible to highlight the division of the plan into 4 quadrants: in two of

these quadrants the trials are congruent, in the other two, however, the trials

are incongruent. The congruency and incongruency of the trials refer to

the relationship between the numerical variable and the non-numerical ones:

when we have congruency between the number of dots and the dots size, it
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means that the larger is the size of the dots, the greater will be the number of

dots. The concept of incongruency is exactly the opposite, meaning that to a

larger size of the dots corresponds to a smaller set of dots (and viceversa).

3.2 The Sharpening and Filtering Hypothesis

The Sharpening hypothesis can be considered as a possibility, the most

straightforward one, to explain the improvement introduced in the last para-

graph: it affirms that "maturation and formal education progressively

sharpen the internal representation of numerosity". This means that

the refinement of the ability to discriminate depends both on factors related to

brain growth and development, but also on the formal education, and this af-

fects how the number is represented in the minds of children. The Sharpening

hypothesis, however, may not be the only one when it comes to improvements

in the ability to discriminate the numerosity. In fact, it is possible that the

improvements are due to an enhancement in the way an individual

focuses the attention exclusively on the representation of the nu-

merosity, filtering out all the distracting information that has nothing to do

with the numerical dimension (which is the relevant one) but, indeed, they

have a non-numerical nature. This would also be confirmed by the fact that,

already during the first years of infancy, children progressively improve in sep-

arating the so-called "numerical variables", thus the ones giving information

about the numerosity, from the so-called "non-numerical variables", dealing

what in the previous paragraphs was called as "interference effect" and produc-

ing more and more accurate judgments. This new hypothesis is known under

the name of Filtering hypothesis. In other words, the Filtering hypothe-

sis proposes the idea according to which the developmental improvements in

numerical judgments includes also the possibility to distinguish between the

numerical and the non-numerical information, and making judgement should
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Figure 3.2: Sharpening & Filtering Hypotheses - Evolution with time and education. The
width of the dots represents, in Panel B, the noise of internal representation of number
and of another non-numerical dimension, also called NND. The Sharpening model
shows that representations are highly noisy and, becoming more precise (sharper) with age
and education. The Filtering model shows the development as a progressive rotation of the
decision boundary towards the optimal, vertical line, with a consequent reduction of the
angle between the actual decision slope and the optimal one.

only depend on the numerical information.

To summarize, while the Sharpening hypothesis has to do with the preci-

sion of the representation that improves with age and education, the Fil-

tering one affects the effectiveness of the decision system at discarding

task-irrelevant representation, focusing the attention only on the relevant

dimension, the numerical one.

An important thing to point out is that those two hypothesis are not mutu-

ally exclusive: in other words both of them are valid and will presumably

occur during the learning process, but it is useful to report an analysis

to understand what could be the effects if only one the two cited hypothesis is

tuned.

• If sharpening is the only mechanism, then there should be an overall

reduction in error rates, meaning that the reduction happens for both

congruent and incongruent trials.

• If only filtering is at work, on the other hand, learning should differen-
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tially affect the congruent and incongruent trials: progress should

be mostly observed on incongruent trials, but it should be absent on con-

gruent trials. It is also possible that the kid performs worse on congruent

trials.

As already said, the most probable possibility is that both Sharpening and

Filtering hypothesis occur together during the development of the kid math-

ematical abilities: this will result in improvements in both congruent and

incongruent condition, but mostly on the incongruent ones. However, to find

out which of the two hypotheses is really the determining one, especially as

regards dyscalculia, an experiment has been conducted.

3.3 The Experiment

Before describing the experiment, it is useful to introduce the concept of

trial, which can be defined as a single run of the experiment, including all

the parameters that characterize the entire run. The experiment conducted by

the team of researchers consists of a numerosity comparison (or number

discrimination) task: each trial is made up of a pair of arrays composed of

black dots, shown inside two white disks, one on the right of the screen and one

on the left. The participant was requested to identify the area within which

there was the greatest number of dots before the timer elapsed: if the response

arrived after the timer elapsed, it was considered as an incorrect answer. The

participant was asked to answer as quickly as possible, without trying to count

the number of dots but trying to guess the most numerous set. The difficulty

of this type of experiment lies in the fact that, although it seems a simple task,

not only the number of dots within the areas was altered, but also their size

was changed from trial to trial, which leads to the possibility to have congru-

ent trials (when the number of dots and the size of the dots are both large or

small) or incongruent ones (when the number of dots is large and the size is
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Figure 3.3: Example of Congruent and Incongruent Trials

small or vice versa).

The many participants were chosen in such a way that the social, cultural,

educational and age background was as different as possible: in fact, 44 Ital-

ian kindergarteners (aged between 3.6 and 6.2 years), 29 Italian school-aged

kids (aged between 8 and 12 years), 20 educated Italian adults (aged between

22 and 33 years), 25 Italian children with dyscalculia (aged between 8 and

12 years) and 38 Mundurucù kids and adults (aged between 3 and 63 years)

participated to the experiment.

The variables that guide the experiment and define the stimuli space are

chosen in order to be consistent with the previous literature:

• Item Surface Area or, shortly, ISA: indicates the area occupied by a

single dot.

• Total Surface Area or, shortly, TSA: indicates the item surface areas

multiplied by the number of items.

• Field Area or, shortly, FA, also known as "convex hull": indicates the

portion of the space where dots actually fall into.

• Sparsity: indicates the field area divided by the number of items.

The goal of the experiment was to analyze the interference effect be-

tween the numerical and non-numerical dimension (not a specific non-
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numerical dimension among ISA, TSA, FA and Sparsity); this is why the team

has merged the 4 variables previously mentioned into a single one, called NND,

which stands for Non-Numerical Dimension, which has been defined as

the "first Principal Component (estimated by means of Principal Component

Analysis) of the set of the 4 previously defined non-numerical variables". The

NND was computed so well to be able to explain the 98.9% of the variance

of FA, ISA, TSA and Sparsity, and this makes it a good summary measure.

Moreover, the usage of PCA technique guarantees that the NND built in this

way will be orthogonal to all the other variables. To build the NND, the weight

used for the PCA were 0.557 for Sparsity, 0.487 for ISA, 0.473 for TSA and

0.467 for FA: this indicates that all of them are equally loaded onto the NND.

3.4 Analysis of the Results

The first investigation was done on accuracy. By separating congruent

trials from incongruent ones, and also separating the analysis, it emerged that

the response to congruent trials was overall more accurate than incongruent

ones, except for the group of dyscalculic children, confirming what was al-

ready foreseen by the filtering hypothesis.

Data analysis was carried out using two different approaches, known as

Logistic Regression and Mutual Information (also known as Shannon

Information). The Logistic Regression analysis has been conducted both on

a group level and on a single-subject level, to investigate the contribution of

the two parameters (i.e. the numerical one and the NND), their weights in

the decision making process and what is the logratio of the numerosity and

non-numerical dimensions of the two sets. The results show that all groups

suffered from the interference effect from irrelevant non-numerical dimensions,

in a independent way with respect to age and education (this was confirmed
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by analyzing the results by Mundurucù people). Moreover, it is wise to notice

that the interference modulation guides in a dominant way the developmental

change in performance with age, education or in dyscalculic subjects, and this,

in the end, matches the filtering hypothesis.

The Shannon information approach provides another confirmation of the

results obtained with the previous approach. While the Logistic Regression

approach explains the relationship between the numerical choice and the nu-

merical and non-numerical variable, the Shannon approach (or mutual infor-

mation), being a general and assumption-free approach, investigated every

possible statistical relationship, linear and non-linear, estimating again the

effect of number and the NND subjects’ choice. The results of this analysis

confirm the previous findings: all groups are influenced, at least partially,

by the task-irrelevant non-numerical dimensions when making a nu-

merical decision, and age and education contributes in reduction of

the interference effect between the number and the NND, becoming

the dominant factor in the developmental change in performance.

To summarize, it is good to comment Figure 3.2. Panel B, dedicated to

the Sharpening Hypothesis, shows that, with maturation and education, the

envisioning of the features of the trial is more clear. In other words, the

way humans perceive the numerical difference happens to be clearer, and this

is shown by the fact that, if on the left side the dots are larger and their

edges are more shaded, on the right side the edges of the dots become more

defined and the dots progressively smaller. Therefore, the numerical acuity,

or the ability to discriminate quantities, improves. Panel C is dedicated to

Filtering Hypothesis. Numerical acuity, in this case, has nothing to do with

this hypothesis: rather, it is observed that the Decision Boundary changes.

Indeed, with age and education, the Decision Boundary moves, becoming more
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vertical, meaning that, with age and education, the ability to classify increases.

Dyscalculic subjects have difficulties in concentrating on the nu-

merical dimension, being influenced, much more than other able-bodied

subjects, with non-numerical dimensions. This statement is confirmed by the

results of the previous analyzes (Logistic Regression and Shannon informa-

tion), which show that the numerosity comparison task is a multi-class classi-

fication problem, distinguishing the effects of age from the effects of education

when making a numerical decision, making the education as a key factor whose

primary influence is to be focused on significantly reducing the effect of non-

numerical features on numerical decision-making.

3.5 To Conclude: how to implement a game app?

The acquired theoretical knowledge and the results provided by this research

study are the basis of the development and implementation of the game-app.

The main mission of the project is to propose a number discrimination task,

which is conceptually similar to the one proposed by the experiment, but it is

presented in a more funny way, with a dedicated interface, in order to educate

the children in focusing their attention only on the numerical dimension of a

trial, and this must be done at an early stage of their life and school path,

making it the most enjoyable experience possible.

The trials proposed to the kid will be both congruent and incongruent ones,

and this depends on the child’s mathematical skills: if mathematical skills are

very poor, congruent trials will be the first to be proposed, because they are

easier to guess. As the child improves, incongruent trials may be proposed,

which are more difficult to guess.

The game-app will be integrated with an AI agent, which will have a twofold

purpose: on one hand, it must be able to compute the first ever trial for a

specific kid, in an automatic way and based on a space of possible combinations
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and on the age of the kid. This way, the beginning of the treatment with the

app will be automatized and without human intervention. The other aim of

the AI agent will be to collect the performances and the results by the kid

who is playing the app, meaning that it will collect the correct and incorrect

answers provided by a kid, alongside the variables that compose the specific

trial, producing new trials that will be more accurate and that fit the results

obtained by the child, somehow evolving with the kid’s mathematical skills. In

the end, the training is realized by reviewing the correct and incorrect answers,

analyzing the trials that correspond to an incorrect answer and finally deciding

what trial should be given to the child in subsequent attempts, and this is

decided base on the performances on the previous tasks, and it will continue

until the final goal of being able to discriminate between numerical and non-

numerical dimension is reached.

In conclusion, this is the great ambition of the game: helping children in

avoiding mathematical problems along their scholastic and life path, averting,

perhaps, a possible diagnosis of Dyscalculia.
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Training by means of Apps

The implementation choice to create an app for this project must be re-

searched not only in the fact that proposing a game to children (especially

very young children) is certainly the mode that can best capture their atten-

tion, but it is also supported by several studies that show the effectiveness of

these game-apps, demonstrating how to benefit from apps designed in the form

of a game. A review of researches and games supporting this point of view is

then reported below.

4.1 Serious Game

An interesting work conducted in the UK, [18], with the purpose of raising

early achievements in mathematics, summarizes quite well the reasons why

it is convenient to adopt an approach with the apps. Because those apps’

principal aim is not to entertain but to train and teach something to the

player, it is possible to define them as "Serious Games" or as "Knowledge

Games"[19]. The usage of Serious Games is growing and, as a confirmation

of this statement, it is enough to see the Apple Store: over 1000 applications,

targeted to kindergarteners, are available in order to teach them something,

especially because of the motivational effect that the usage of an app has on
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a kid, independently by the age. It is good to notice, anyhow, that playing

too much could be harmful for a kid, and this is why the introduction of

a mathematical training with the usage of ICT is still a controversial topic.

But if the training is controlled and supervised, the benefits are astonishing.

This is confirmed by a number of studies, including the study which is object

of this paragraph: it states that "Educational math apps delivered on touch-

screen tablets offer an opportunity for individualized math practice targeted to

children’s needs" and a possibility could be to integrate the training with the

app with the normal teaching already provided at school, creating a sort of

blended learning approach, to enhance and improve mathematical skills. To

be effective, the app must provide an active, engaged, meaningful and

socially interactive learning, with specific goals; moreover, it is good to

notice that, not only, as said, learning with the help of touch-screen devices

is very motivating, especially for young children, but also access to this type

of devices is growing, both in the school and at home. Math apps’ common

features must include:

• explicit instruction.

• repetitive and cumulative training in mathematical concepts.

• immediate feedback.

• challenge and early reward.

• individualized, self-paced learning.

Therefore, the questions underlying this research are many, all oriented

towards the development of mathematical skills: what are the benefits of a

"blended learning" approach, that is an approach composed of both standard

lessons and training with apps? What are the benefits of a math app used in-

stead of standard lessons? The comparison is done thanks to a control group

that has only received standard math lessons. Two existing apps were used for
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this study, which target factual knowledge and basic conceptual under-

standing, for example, simple numerical operations (addition and subtrac-

tion).

The results demonstrate the effectiveness of apps proposed on a touch-

screen device, both alone and in combination with standard math lessons, for

children aged 4 to 5 attending the first year of school. Thus, as suggested by

the paper itself, "the apps are a form of quality math instruction and suggests

an increased focus on early math at the class level, can take the form of effi-

cient instructional practices without the need for extra time implied in learning

math".

Another important implication of this research is that it is the first study to

adopt a rigorous and scientific methodology in investigating mathematical

skills and how they can be improved with touch-screen technologies. This

makes the results obtained even more important.

4.2 Rescue Calcularis

The first example that will be explained in the following is about a game-

app, named Rescue Calcularis[3]. The game-app has been used for the

training phase, having a twofold goal:

• improve the spatial representation of numbers among the mental num-

ber line.

• improve the association between the representation of numbers

and space, alongside the comprehension of the ordinality of numbers,

estimation and arithmetical skills.

Taking a small step back, the research focuses its attention on DD, the-

orising that one of all the possible deficits observed in children with DD is
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certainly related to the representation of numbers and quantities. Our

mind represents and organizes numbers exploiting a mental representation,

known as mental number line, which is can be imagined as a line along

which the numerical progression is built. The mental number line belongs to

that set of basic skills, such as Number Sense, which the human being devel-

ops and possesses already a few hours after birth. With admission to school

and education, the representation of the mental number line changes: if at

first the representation is logarithmic, it will later become linear.

This shift from logarithmic to linear representation, however, is not observed

in dyscalculic children: 10-year-old dyscalculic kids are observed to perform

at the level of 5-year-old normally achieving children. For this reason, it is

necessary to design and implement targeted training for dyscalculic children

to enhance their mental numerical representation; this, presumably, will bring

benefits in learning mathematical skills in general.

Rescue Calcularis can be considered as a tool to train and en-

hance the mental number line representation: it is thought to be played

for 15 minutes a day, 5 days a week for 5 weeks. There’s also a story behind

the game, thought to make the game more attractive and the game experience

more funny and enjoyable: the player had the mission to rescue a planet, called

"Calcularis", indeed, and to do so, the player should be able to overcome var-

ious levels with increasing difficulties. The levels will display some tasks like

comparison tasks or addition/subtraction tasks.
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Figure 4.1: Example of Number Placement on a Numerical Line

Figure 4.2: Example of Addition Task with Placement on a Numerical Line
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Figure 4.3: Example of Subtraction Task with Placement on a Numerical Line

The post-training results show that there have been consistent improve-

ments in children’s math skills, improvements seen in both dyscalculic and

able-bodied children. However, as might be expected, the dyscalculic chil-

dren improved more than the others. These results are also supported

by analysis of the fMRI images: if, before training, a maximum activation

in the superior frontal gyrus was observed in dyscalculic children, the same

repeated post-training analysis led to a notable decrease in activation mainly

in the areas of the frontal lobe, including the middle and upper frontal regions,

but also in the left postcentral gyrus, the left intraparietal sulcus and the left

insula in both groups, as shown by Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Finally, a note about

the game: several feedbacks were collected from the children, who reported a

pleasant and fun playing experience, as well as the fact that they found the

game very easy to use.
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Figure 4.4: fMRI Image - Pre-Training

Figure 4.5: fMRI Image - Post-Training

4.3 The Number Race

The second example reported here relates to a very famous game app among

the scientific community that deals with mathematical disorders: it is the

game app "The Number Race", famous, as mentioned, because it was the first

example of a game app based on a so-called adaptive algorithm, which had

already found success in the past to train another SLD, namely dyslexia, but

which had not yet been tested in the case of mathematical disorders. The

design of the game, [4], has been thought to act on four aspects of dyscalculia,

which we can think of as four goals of the app:
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• To enhance the Number Sense: to pursue this goal, a number compar-

ison task has been implemented as the primary task of the game, to work

on the quantity representation in the player’s mind, but also to emphasize

the association between representation of number and space, which are

supposed to be strictly related.

• To cement the link between representations of number: the goal is

to create a solid connection between non-verbal quantity representation

and the symbolic representations of numbers, such Arabic numerals or

number words. To do so, a repeated association task was implemented, as

shown in Figure 4.7, panel a.

• To conceptualize and automatize arithmetic: another goal was to

reduce the delay in doing addition or subtraction operation, and this is

why the game proposes addition/subtraction tasks in order to improve

fluency. An example of addition task is reported in Figure 4.7, panel b.

• To maximize motivation: in order to avoid losing interest in the game

due to poor results, an adaptive algorithm was implemented in order to

maintain the level of difficulty which ensures performance at 75% correct.

The adaptive algorithm is certainly the most interesting part of the study.

As mentioned, this is the first adaptive algorithm experiment used to train

dyscalculia. In particular, for the implementation of this algorithm, three

"dimensions" have been chosen to vary, based on the results obtained by the

player himself. These dimensions are the following:

• the distance, intended as the distance between one number and another:

the closer two numbers are, the smaller the distance between them, the

more difficult it will be to solve a number comparison problem.

• the speed in resolving a task
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• the conceptual complexity: it is a composite dimension, designed to

teach children numerical symbols and elementary arithmetic.

The algorithm is designed so that there is a variation of one, two or all three

of these dimensions, which, in fact, constitute a sort of three-dimensional

"learning space", imagined by the authors of the paper as a cube, along

which it is possible to move in order to generate problems with a level of dif-

ficulty that suits to the player’s performance level.

Figure 4.6: Example of game "The Number Race"
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Figure 4.7: Example of game "The Number Race". a. Association Task between the quantity

and its Arabic cipher. b. Addition Task. c. Mental Number Line Representation Task
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The game was both simulated and tested. The simulations were then com-

pared with the results obtained from the tests, and were quite faithful. The test

results were reported from the second study related to "The Number Race",

[5], which is slightly more practical in nature. Within the latter, all the tasks to

which the tested children were subjected (dot enumeration, counting, base-10

comprehension, addition, subtraction), described in detail, and the improve-

ments obtained task by task are reported. Summarizing, the tested children

progressed, obtaining important performances on number sense tasks, both

in terms of symbolic and non-symbolic comparison. Progress has also been

recorded in the enumeration task and in the accuracy of the addition and

subtraction operations, and this is consistent with the core deficit theory in

children with DD. The only point on which there are no improvements is the

base-10 comprehension, on which, however, there were no great expectations.

In conclusion, after carrying out the tests, it is possible to note that, out of

the 4 objectives proposed by the theoretical paper, the fourth was certainly im-

plemented correctly, given that the adaptive algorithm tested proved to work

correctly. The first two objectives were also achieved, albeit not completely or

perfectly. The third objective is the one that has been reached halfway: the

arithmetic conceptualization is to be considered achieved, the full automation

of mathematical operations instead is not.

The importance of this study and of the game that derives from it, however,

lies in the fact that it is a first example of an adaptive algorithm used to

train dyscalculia in an effective way, which is why The Number Race has be-

come and still is famous. It certainly represents a turning point in training

DD, although some aspects can be enhanced and improved: the first aspect is

due to the fact that, at the time it was published, there was no consistent and

rigorously scientific way to describe DD. Another aspect, linked to the validity

of the tests, is to be found in the very limited number of participants in the
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study and in the absence of a control group.

4.4 Differences with respect to our game-app

Since the publication of "The Number Race" and the supporting studies in

2006, countless other games have been developed and released, all supported

by related studies. For the sake of brevity, the discussion stops here, also

because these two reported examples are sufficient to highlight some of the

aspects that the game app explained in this thesis wants to improve.

One aspect to be highlighted is that none of the existing games in the

literature provides for the implementation of an Artificial Intelligence As-

sistance: the implementation of this feature could automate the process of

selecting the initial parameters in order to start the training, and subsequently

the process of selecting the parameters as the player continues to play. The AI

Assistance could be considered as an evolution of the adaptive algorithm

proposed by "The Number Race". Another aspect to be considered is related

to the fact that the apps analyzed in this chapter are targeted at school-age

children who have been diagnosed with dyscalculia. This highlights a lack of

apps which, on the other hand, could have the aim of preventing the onset

of this pathology. A third aspect, already seen during the analysis of "The

Number Race", is linked to the testing phase: the sample of children tested

is too small to be able to provide scientifically state-of-the-art conclusions. In

fact, in order for the results to be consistent, a testing phase that includes a

sufficiently large sample, with at least 100 subjects, is required. Last but not

least, none of the mentioned studies take into account the importance of the

interference effect between numerical and non-numerical variables, a

fundamental aspect, especially in subjects suffering from dyscalculia, which, as

explained in the paper "Learning to Focus on Number", [6], struggle to focus
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on the numerical dimension, being greatly influenced by the non-numerical one.

To conclude and summarize, here are all the highlighted point of views, that

the implemented game app wants to consider when doing the design.

• Implementation of the AI Assistance to automatize.

• Taking into account the possibility of implementing an app for preventing

Dyscalculia.

• Test the app on a sufficient sample.

• Taking into account the importance of the Interference Effect.
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The Project

Before describing in detail the features of the developed game app, the

subject of this thesis, it is useful to remember the objectives that characterize

the development of the game app.

• To train the child decision process with the final goal of, hopefully,

decrease the probability of developing in Dyscalculic disorder.

• To train dyscalculic kids, to improve their numerical abilities.

• To offer advanced training technology, based on Artificial Intelligence,

to provide training that evolves with the evolution of the child’s skills.

• To offer a gaming experience that is as pleasant and attractive as

possible, to prevent the child from getting bored and not completing the

training necessary for it to be effective.

It is also useful to remember that the game app targets pre-schooler chil-

dren, between 3 and 5 years old, who are not diagnosed with dyscalculia, but

already have difficulties in counting or in numerical tasks, but also dyscal-

culic children. Finally, it is useful to report the situation of the project

before the start of the work, in order to better understand all the work done

and what will be the next steps to be faced and developed in the future.
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5.1 Starting point: where did we start?

The development of the entire project originated some time ago, by the

colleague Fletcher Hurn, who, under the supervision of Prof. De Feo, began the

implementation. In order to easily manage the two aspects that characterize

the game, it was decided to divide the graphic part, therefore related to the

implementation of the level and the graphic elements within it, from the part of

processing and collection of data, which should contain everything related

to the computation of the trials (both the initial one and the subsequent ones),

Artificial Intelligence and data analysis.

For this reason, the entire game is divided into Client Side, focused on the

graphic part, and Server Side, the subject of this thesis. The technologies

used by the Client Side have been Unity (version 2020.1.9f1) for the devel-

opment of the game environment, alongside Visual Studio, used as editor to

write scripts (the code is written in C#), Blender and Mixamo for modeling

and animating characters. Moreover, Github and Google Drive were used for

the storage of the entire project.

The technologies used server side were many. In order to write the code,

in Python language, Spyder was the chosen editor. Many libraries are used,

especially Numpy and Pandas, but also Math library, used to exploit all the

necessary mathematical functions. The Socket library was also used in order

to implement an effective communication protocol with the client: to com-

municate with the client and to send and receive data, the server establishes a

connection using the IP address 127.0.0.1 as host and 65432 as port, in agree-

ment with the client. The functions available in the Socket library allow the

server to build a bond using the specified host and port, through the bind

method, and then to "listen" to the client, thanks to the listen method, wait-

ing for the client to connect. When the client initiates a connection (using the
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same Socket library to create a connection on the same port that the server is

listening on), the server accepts that connection with the accept method and

creates a new client handler on a new thread. In other words, each connection

is handled through a single thread: this choice has been taken to avoid any

user getting locked out of the connection when multiple users are connected to

the server. In this way, the TCP connection is successfully established

and the client and server can start exchanging data. The data is formatted

by means of JSON objects. The JSON format is used because it easily

serializes both C# and Python objects. This is also why the classes in C#

and Python need to be defined using the same variables, in order to allow an

easier communication between client and server.

Figure 5.1: Representation of the communication Protocol between the Client and the

Server, exchanging data.

Finally, to make the game more captivating, a story has been included to

justify the graphical choices adopted. The game is set on a farm: the farmer

James has so much work to do that he cannot count all the chickens he owns

and who live on the farm, so he asks the player to help him out. James is also

the character thanks to whom the rules of the game are explained, as shown in

Figure 5.2: as soon as the level begins, the player will see two fences that are

populated with chickens in a defined time based on the parameter provided on
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the server side. The player will have to guess which of the two fences contains

more chickens, however he or she will have a very limited time available (this

parameter, the time to guess, is also decided on the server side), which is why

he or she will not be able, in fact, to count the chickens in the fences, but

will have to guess. Time factor is very important in the game: the amount

of time that the child needs to answer correctly is one of the variables needed

by the AI in order to compute more and more suitable trials. Finally, James

is the character who gives feedback to the player, communicating whether the

answer provided is correct or not.

Figure 5.2: James explaining the Game Rules

Of course, for each trial, it is not only the number of chickens that varies,

but also their size, the average space between the chickens and the size of the

fence, indicated by its radius, to test the interference effect between the nu-

merical variable, i.e. the number of chickens in the fence, and non-numerical

ones, i.e. all the others listed. These are all parameters provided by the server,

but which will be the subject of a subsequent paragraph. Analyzing the way

in which the game is built (two fences containing the chickens), the connection
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with the experiment that inspired the game, [6], is quite immediate. In the

experiment, in fact, the tested subject had to guess which of the two areas

contains the greatest number of dots. The game is conceptually the same, and

this can be caught graphically taking into account Figure 3.3: of course, being

a game and not an experiment, changes have been made to make the experi-

ence more enjoyable. This justifies the presence of a story and an additional

character, James, the change of the dots into chickens and the presence of the

fences to contain them, instead of simple, white areas.

Figure 5.3: Fences with chickens: it is very easy to make a parallelism with Figure 3.3,

replacing the dots with the chickens and the edge of the circle with the fence.

From Figure 5.3, it is possible to see an example of the game. Thanks to this

picture, it is convenient to introduce the parameters that drive the game, at

least client side. Each parameter that will be introduced refers to one single

area; to play the game, we need to specify several parameters per each area

of the game (left or right fence).

• Number of Chickens: it is the sole numerical variable, and sets how

many chickens must be displayed in a single area.

• Size of Chickens: this non-numerical parameter determines how big
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each chicken in a single area must be, so it measures the size of one

chicken but applies to all chickens in the same area, so that all chickens

in the same area will be equally big.

• Circle Radius: this is a non-numerical parameter, that gives information

about the fence that contains the chickens. It was decided to set the radius

instead of the Area because, from the Unity point of view, it was easier

to manage.

• Average Space Between: this non-numerical parameter indicates the

average space between every chicken and the other, inside the same area.

This list of parameters refers to the parameters that must be "doubled",

therefore each parameter must be specified twice, one for each area.

Moreover, there are two other fields that are related to the time: Chicken

Show Time controls the time available to see the chickens in the fences, and

Max Trial Time indicates the overall duration of that specific trial (so it in-

cludes the Chicken Show Time plus some other time, in which the player sees

empty fences and must decide which of the two fences contain more chickens).

An analysis of what has been implemented and developed server side will

begin. Concerning the client part, it should be emphasized that this has been

completely revolutionized compared to the previous work, greatly improving

the graphic elements and therefore contributing greatly to the gaming experi-

ence. Although the main topic of this thesis is not the graphic part, it should be

noted that the work between client and server went on in parallel, to progress

together on both sides.
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5.2 The Dummy Game and the Client Handler

As already specified above, the server allows to manage both real and simu-

lated games. To do this, it was necessary to implement two classes: the Clien-

tHandler class manages the real game while the DummyClientHandler

class manages the simulated game. Having a simulated version of the game

allows to test some features without running the real game. This is necessary

as the Unity environment has a very high computational cost, which requires

a suitable machine and a lot of time.

5.2.1 ClientHandler class

When the thread that manages the connection between client and server

is created, an object of this class is instantiated. The class receives several

parameters:

• Client: it is a new socket object, which can be used to send and receive

data on the connection. It is returned back (alongside the address param-

eter) by the accept method, which is available in the Socket library.

• DB: this is an object of class DBConnector. DBConnector is a cus-

tomized class, that includes all the methods required to manage the

MySQL Database, named ’Dyscalculia’, which contains two tables:

– player : this table is used to store information relating to the players.

In particular, this table will contain the player id, a unique identifier

for each player (therefore, an integer number), a username and the

IP address associated with that player.

Figure 5.4: Player Table.
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It is possible to see in Figure 5.4 that there’s one only player, for now.

Ideally, in the future, this table will be populated by many players.

– trial_result_new : this table is fundamental to collect the results that

are sent back from the client to server. It includes all the parameters

that are passed to the client, the ones indicated in previous paragraph,

for each area, that make the client work properly, alongside the ID

of the specific trial result, used as primary key, the player ID, used

to understand which of the players in the player table the entire row

of results refers to. There’s also a field named correct, which can

assume binary values, 0 and 1, and indicates if the player has guessed

the trial correctly or not. Specifically, a correct value equals to

0 means correct answer, 1 means wrong answer. Last field

is named created and it is basically a timestamp of the moment in

which the new entry is inserted in the table.

Figure 5.5: Trial Result New Table

Having introduced the topic of database and the tables that compose

the database of the project, it is useful to specify what are the queries

that allow the interaction with the DB, which are defined in the

DBConnector class, mentioned above. Moreover, since the code is written

in Python, it was impossible to directly write and run SQL queries: this
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is why every query is wrapped inside a specific Python function, in a way

that, once the function is called, the query is executed. Before talking

specifically about the queries, it must be highlighted that, to make the

functions and the submit of the queries effective, the connection with the

DB must be established, and this is made through the function __init__:

Figure 5.6: Initialization of the variable cnx, which establishes the connection with the DB

and makes effective the communication with it, alongside the possibility to run the queries.

This way, the variable named cnx represent the connection, and thanks

to it, it is possible to commit queries to the DB.

A total of 5 queries have been implemented by now:

– Add player: it adds a new player. This query allows the insertion

of a new player inside the DB:

INSERT INTO player (username) VALUES (’{}’)

INSERT INTO player (ip_address) VALUES

(INET_ATON(’{}’))

There are two queries doing the same thing because we can decide

to add a new entry in the player table either with the username of

the player or the IP address of the device used by the player. By

now, the IP address query is the used one. The other query has been

added for completeness and because, in the future, it could be useful

to have it.

– Get Player: it retrieves a specific player, given its IP address:
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SELECT player_id FROM player WHERE ip_address =

INET_ATON(’{}’)

– Add Result: it allow the insertion of a new entry in the trial_result_new

table, with all of its fields:

INSERT INTO trial_result_new (player_id, correct,

decision_time, area_1_circle_radius,

area_1_size_of_chicken, area_1_average_space_between,

area_1_number_of_chickens, area_2_circle_radius,

area_2_size_of_chicken, area_2_average_space_between,

area_2_number_of_chickens, chicken_show_time, created)

VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s)

area_1 refers to the left area, whereas area_2 refers to the right area.

It is useful, in this case, to report the entire code of the function that

wraps up this query, in order to understand where the parameters

are taken from.

Figure 5.7: Add Result Query Function

Figure 5.7 shows that the values that will be inserted are taken from

the parameter given to the function, that is called result, and it must
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contain all the necessary fields to fill an entire entry of the table. This

Figure shows also what are Python functions, included in the library

named mysql.connector, that allow the actual run of the query:

the function commit is the one that submits the query to the DB,

namely the execute and commit functions.

– Get Result: it retrieves an entry of the table trial_result_new given

the played ID

SELECT trial_result_id, correct, decision_time,

area_1_circle_radius, area_1_size_of_chicken,

area_1_average_space_between, area_1_number_of_chickens,

area_2_circle_radius, area_2_size_of_chicken,

area_2_average_space_between, area_2_number_of_chickens,

chicken_show_time FROM trial_result_new

WHERE player_id = {}".format(player_id)

It must be noticed that, once the data are retrieved, an object of

class Trial Result is instantiated. This class is used to analyze

and manipulate data received back from the Client, particularly to

manipulate and see the response given by the player, alongside the

correctness of the response, taking into account also the visualization

of data.

• player_id

• Trials Matrix. The discussion related to the Trials Matrix will be ad-

dressed in the next paragraph. Just to give a hint, it is a matrix, made

of one or more arrays, in which there must be all the needed parameters

for the game to work out.

The class ClientHandler includes various function. One of the most im-

portant is the run function, whose code is reported in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Run function of the ClientHandler class

This function is important because, being the object instantiated a Thread,

it must be continuously "listening" to the client and to every modification that

it does. This, also, justifies the presence of a "while" cycle, meaning that data

reception is always active, until the connection is closed.

Another important method is the get_reply one. In it, there’s a switch

case. This switch is guided by the variable data, which is set Client side. De-

pending on the behaviour set client side, the function may react. The most

common case is receiving the keyword TRIALS, which triggers the execution

of another function, named handle_trials_message, thanks to which data

are formatted in JSON format, by creating an object of class Trial. This class

is fundamental to format the data, as said, in a JSON format, in a way that

data is comprehensible for both Client and Server side. Once the data are for-

matted properly, i.e. they’ve "passed through" the Trial class, the exchange

of data between Client and Server can be fluent.

The discussion about the ClientHandler will be stopped here. In the next

paragraph, related to the implementation of the AI assistance, the Client Han-

dler will come back.
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5.2.2 DummyClientHandler

This class represents a simulation of a kid playing the game. In order

to choose a simulated version of the game, it is possible to set a variable, called

simulation_on, to 1, in main.py. To instantiate an object of class Dummy-

ClientHandler, it is firstly necessary to create a dummy trials matrix, which

will be filled with parameters generated thanks to a specific function, called

dummy_matrix_generator. The trial matrix, in the case of the simulated

game, is created considering a numerical variable (the number of chickens)

and the two non-numerical variables (i.e. the Field Area and the Item Sur-

face Area (the discussion will be addressed in the next paragraph)). One of the

two non-numerical variables remains fixed, while the other non-numerical vari-

able together with the numerical variable vary, going from a minimum value to

a maximum value, with a certain increment. This choice was adopted in order

to explore the space of possible game trials and obtain a simulation as

complete as possible. The function that allows the creation of a simulated

trial matrix accepts two parameters:

• nnd_selector : this variable allows the selection of the non-numerical vari-

able to vary. Particularly, if this variable is equal to 1, then it will be the

Field Area to vary. Otherwise, it will be 2 to vary the value of the Item

Surface Area.

• nnd_number : it controls the number of trials that will be computed by

the Dummy, which will be equal to the this number elevated to 4.

It returns the trials matrix once it is computed.
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Figure 5.9: Code of ’dummy_matrix_generator’ function

From Figure 5.9, it is possible to see that there’s another function, which can

be though of as a support function for the dummy_matrix_generator, which is

called partial_matrix_generator. This function has the purpose of taking the

initial value of the first and the second non-numerical value (there are two non-

numeric variables, as it is necessary to have one for each area to be filled, both

the right and the left one), as well as the first and the second numerical variable

(one for the right area, one for the left area), alongside their step, also known

as increment. Finally, it takes the nnd_number parameter, which is needed

as a guide the cycle, i.e. understand when to stop the generation of new points.
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Once the trials matrix is available, it is possible to instantiate an object of

the DummyClientHandler class. This class has two functions:

• Run: it is the function that is called by the object of class Dummy-

ClientHandler, once this is created. The returned value is an array called

response_vector, which contains information related to the correctness

or incorrectness of the answers given. In the real game, the player can

give a wrong or right answer; this answer is recorded as 0 in the case of

correct one and as 1 in the case of incorrect one. The simulated game

allows you to record the same information (although it comes from a sim-

ulation). The storage of the correctness/incorrectness of the simulated

answers is done thanks to this array. Also, it appends the result of each

trials to the correspondent row in the trials matrix, so that, in the end,

the trials matrix will include the parameters plus the answer given.

• ChildSimulator : this is the core function of the Dummy game. It ana-

lyzes each trial in the trials matrix. Each row contains the parameters of

a trial; the function wants to emulate the behavior of the child during a

given trial, applying Filtering and Sharpening Hypothesis: in particular

it returns 1 if the child answers correctly, 0 if not. This procedure is iter-

ated row by row, returning, in the end, an array containing zeros and/or

ones.

Focusing on the ChildSimulator function and the application of the Fil-

tering and Sharpening hypothesis, it is useful to recall Figure 3.2. The idea

was to rebuild panels B and C in the implementation of the simulation. About

the application of Filtering Hypothesis, we represent the decision boundary

that has an inclination α. For each trial, a point is plotted on the feature space,

where the features are the numerical and non-numerical variables used in that

trial: the point is plotted in the feature space alongside the decision boundary.

We model the children behaviour as they were using a mental classifier with a
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given decision boundary. Exploiting this classifier, it is possible to assign each

point (trial) to the class of correct answers (green points) or incorrect answers

(red). If α is zero, the decision boundary is perfectly vertical, so there is no

interference between numeric and non-numeric variables. As α increases, the

interference of non-numeric variables on numeric ones increases.

The numerical acuity is modeled with a Gaussian probability density func-

tion (pdf) expressing the probability of individuate the trial in a certain region

of the feature space (represented as a shadow surrounding the point in Figure

3.2). The Gaussian pdf is centered on the original point (trial) and has stan-

dard deviation σ which decreases as the numerical acuity increases. If σ is 0,

the acuity is maximum. As σ increases, numerical acuity decreases.

The answer given to each trial will be appended to a vector, called cor-

rect_vector, which at the end of the ChildSimulator function, will be re-

turned to the calling function.

A series of plot examples are shown in the Figures 5.10. 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13,

as the α and σ values vary: α chosen values are 0°, 15°, 30° and 45°, whereas σ

values are 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. Our function simulates the child behaviour assigning

each trial (dot) to the class of correct (green) or incorrect (red). This simu-

lation function, by varying α and σ, takes into account both the mechanisms

associated with the Filtering and Sharpening hypotheses.
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Figure 5.10:

Figure 5.11:
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Figure 5.12:

Figure 5.13:

The PlotTrials function has been implemented. The peculiarity of

PlotTrials is that this function is independent of the type of game, whether it

is simulated or real, and it is called to plot the trials in their space, to show how
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they vary. It also takes into account the correctness of the trials, because it

receives as parameter the response_vector, which contains the information

related to the correctness of each trial. This information is exploited to assess

whether the answer was correct (green point) or not (red point). The library

used to accomplish the plot of dots and the display of the graph has been

matplotlib.pyplot.

5.3 Parameters used in the Literature and Unity

In literature, when doing experiments with numerical tasks, there are some

non-numerical variables that are always used. Those non-numerical variables

are actually the ones that are used also in the paper "Learning to Focus on

Number"; although they have been extensively explained in Paragraph 3.3, for

completeness they are also reported here:

• Item Surface Area

• Total Surface Area

• Field Area

• Sparsity

The game does not use those variables, but instead it is based on some other

variables or parameters, which, from now on, will be defined game variables

or parameters. The reason why there’s this difference between the variables

used in literature and the game variables is because the game variables better

suit to the Unity environment and, in general, to the graphic part. The game

variables are:

• Number of Chickens: it indicates how many chickens must be dis-

played, for each area.

• Size Of Chickens: it is a variable related to the dimension of the chickens

displayed in each area.
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• Circle Radius: it measures the radius of the fence that contains the

chickens.

• Average Space Between: this variable indicates the average space be-

tween each chicken inside each area. It is also used to assign a position

to the chickens.

The goal was to find a correspondence between the variables used in the

literature and also in the experiment that has inspired this app, and the game

variables. To discover this correspondence, it is useful to report what is the

NND and its formula: the NND (Non-Numerical Dimension) is the variable in

which all the non-numerical variables that characterize the experiment are con-

densed. In paper, "Learning to Focus on Number", for the particular dataset

considered in that paper, each non-numerical variable has a weight on the

NND; by considering each weight of each variable, it is possible to find the

following formula:

NND = 0.577 ∗ SPARS + 0.487 ∗ ISA+ 0.473 ∗ TSA+ 0.467 ∗ FA

The dataset analyzed in the experiment has reported some other formulas,

thanks to which we can express some of the non-numerical variables exploiting

some other non-numerical variables and the numerical one.

TSA = ISA ∗Number −Of −Dots

SPARS = FA
Number−Of−Dots

Thanks to this formulas, it is possible to rewrite the NND formula. It

is possible to replace 2 out of 4 non-numerical variables, thanks to the intro-

duction of he numerical variable. This also allows a space dimensionality

reduction from 4 non-numerical variable to 2 non-numerical plus 1 numerical
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variable.

NND = (0.577 + 0.467 ∗ Number) + FA
Number−Of−Dots

+ (0.487 + 0.473 ∗

Number −Of −Dots) ∗ ISA

By analyzing the meaning of each of the four non-numerical variables, which

have guided the experiment, and the meaning of the game variables, new

considerations on how to do the bind have emerged:

• The Number of Dots is directly connected with the Number of Chick-

ens, meaning that each dot will correspond to a Chicken in the Game.

• The Field Area and the Circle Radius are connected, because the area

of a circle can be calculated as π ∗Radius2

• The Item Surface Area is bonded with the Size Of Chickens in a 1:1

relationship.

Once those relationship have emerged, it was necessary to find some con-

version formulas, to be used to convert the data expressed in the "literature

variables" format into "game variables" format. It is important to notice that,

before trying to find conversion formulas, a set including all the possible com-

binations that worked with the Unity game environment was already available.

To find the conversion formulas, the procedure followed ca be synthesized in

the following steps:

• The variables found to be conceptually connected were taken into account

(for example, Field Area and the Circle Radius).

• The ratio between the Left and the Right quantity was calculated for both

(i.e. ratio between Left FA and Right FA and same for Circle Radius was

calculated), obtaining a maximum and minimum value.
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• Comparing the ratios obtained. This allowed to define some constraints

on the values to assign to the game variables.

By analyzing the ratios, it emerged that it was necessary to change the

minimum values of Size of Chickens and the Circle Radius: the min-

imum value of Size of Chickens was lowered from 4 to 2.5, whereas the Circle

Radius minimum value was lowered from 0.8 to 0.45. Nothing was changed

concerning the Number of Chickens and the Number of Dots.

This led to the creation of a new space of possible solutions for the game,

containing all used combinations of Number of Chickens, Size of Chickens

and Circle Radius, whose ratios are compatible with the ratios emerging from

the study of the experiment dataset.

Finally, by considering the maximum and minimum values of the "con-

nected" variables, it was possible to obtain the transformation formulas that

take, as input, the experiment variable and give, as output, the game variable.

The transformations are shown in the Figures down below:

Figure 5.14: Circle Radius calculation, starting from the Field Area

Figure 5.15: Size of Chicken calculation, starting from the Item Surface Area
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Last thing to consider is the Average Space Between: it is a measure of how

much space exists between the chickens, therefore, to obtain an analytically

correct and precise calculation, it should be linked both to how big the fence

is (i.e. the Circle Radius) but also to how big the chickens are (i.e. the Size

of Chicken). However, given that, for each combination, a maximum and

minimum value of Average Space Between were found, and that the value of

Average Space Between could be in this range, this allowed a margin to simplify

the calculations. For each Size of Chickens value, from the minimum to the

maximum the minimum possible value of the corresponding Average Space

Between was taken into consideration, obtaining the following table:

Figure 5.16: Size of Chickens and the correspondent value of Average Space Between

From this table, considering the values in the first and last row, the equation

of the line passing through two points was used, in order to find a relation-

ship that connected the Size of Chickens to the Average Space Between. The

relationship that emerged is, therefore, the following:

Avg_Space_Between = (Size_Of_Chickens ∗ 0.167) + 0.183
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The other found formulas are:

Circle_Radius = 6 ∗ 10−3 ∗
√︂
(Field_Area)

Size_Of_Chicken = 0.57 ∗
√︂
(Item_Surface_Area)

All those transformation formulas were used, in the Python code, to imple-

ment a function, called TransformMatrix, that takes, as input, a matrix with

values expressed in the "experiment" format and gives, as output, a matrix

made of values in the "game" format.

Figure 5.17: TransformMatrix function code

This entire analysis led to the definition of a three-dimensional space of

possible combinations: the Number of Chickens, the Field Area and the Size

of Chickens were reported on the axes, and it is reported in Figure 5.17
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Figure 5.18: 3D space of possible combinations

The space below the multi-colored curve represents combinations that lead

to acceptable values, both for the game and for the data provided by the

original experiment. For further information on the subject, please refer to

Appendix A.

5.4 Exploring the Feature Space

To verify that the space of combination obtained allows the game to work

correctly without crashing, some tests were carried out with the aim of testing

the software, so that one could move within the space of combinations indicated

by the Figure 5.18. It represents an important result for what concerns the

future development of AI assistance. It is good to recall what are the

purposes of the AI:

• Initially, the AI must select the parameters that characterize the first

trial. When a kid logs for the first time to the game, the AI must select

some parameters, but the AI must know the parameters considered to be

acceptable by the game in order to be able to select them.
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• After the first ever game, the kid keeps playing and, hopefully, he or she

will improve his or her mathematical skills. The AI must be able to

evolve with the kid’s mathematical skills improvement, so it must

select more and more trials parameters that are still acceptable (i.e. they

are selected considering the space of possible combinations) but that fit

the improvement of the kid, helping the kid to continue the improvement.

This thesis focuses on the step preceding the development of AI, that is to

explore the space of possible combinations and evaluate their validity. The

first function to analyze is called ValidTrial : it takes, as input parameters,

the point coordinates, made of Number, Field Area and Item Surface Area,

and returns, as output value, a Boolean value set 0 in the case of an invalid

point, 1 if the point and its coordinates are acceptable. Recall that the three

coordinates represent a valid point if the point lies below the curve

showed in Figure 5.18. A valid point is a combination of parameters that

are acceptable by the game. The function code is showed in the figure down

below.

Figure 5.19: ValidTrial code
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The Figure shows that the three coordinates are checked to be below the

correspondent value of the combination set. The combination set is or-

ganized with three columns, respectively the Number of Chickens, the Field

Area and Item Surface Area, and includes 256 entries that represents the

possible combinations: the function must check whether the Number-Field

Area-Item Surface Area combinations stay below the Number-Field Area-Item

Surface Area that is available in the combination set. If all of three are

verified to be less than the ones of the i-th entry in the combination

set, then the point is set to be valid; otherwise, the i value goes on to

check the following entry. If there is no correspondence between the

combination of the three parameters and the entries available in the

combination set, the point is judged to be invalid.

Once the ValidTrial function was ready, it was necessary to test it: the

first point to be tested was the Medium Point: it was thought to be a point

where the three coordinates should be selected, more or less, as the medium of

their possible, acceptable values, and, moreover, it had to be a valid point, so

that when the coordinates of the chosen point were given as parameters to the

ValidTrial function, the function had to return 1. Having chosen the medium

point coordinates, those coordinates were selected as the starting point for

the selection of the trial, thanks to the GenerateNewTrial function.

This function takes several input parameters:

• Number

• Field Area

• Item Surface Area

• Minimum Increment for the Number, set to 1

• Minimum Increment for the Field Area, set to (Max_V alue+Min_V alue)/100
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• Minimum Increment for the Item Surface Area, set to (Max_V alue +

Min_V alue)/100

• an additional variable i, used to drive the while loop in the function.

The function, whose code is shown in Figure 5.20, must randomically gen-

erate a value equal to -1, 0 or 1, one for each of the three dimensions that

have been passed as parameter: if the value is equal to 1, then the new value

of the dimension must be equal to the previous value added to the minimum

increment defined for that dimension; if, instead the random number is equal

to -1, then the new value of the dimension must be equal to the previous value

subtracted to the minimum increment defined for that dimension.Finally, if

the random number is equal to 0, the dimension value remains as it is, without

adding or subtracting anything.

After this procedure, three new coordinates have been obtained, that are

different from the initial medium point, so it is needed to check the validity

of the new point found. If the new point is valid (i.e. its coordinates are

acceptable), then that point is selected as the initial point to start the

training. Alternatively, a new point must be found, starting from the original

coordinates.
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Figure 5.20: GenerateNewTrial function code

In the code, it is possible to see a while cycle, that has been introduced

to test the space of possible combinations. A plot of the exploration of this

space has been produced, where green points are acceptable and red ones are

unacceptable:

Figure 5.21: Possible outcome of the GenerateNewTrial execution (First Example).
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Figure 5.22: Possible outcome of the GenerateNewTrial execution (Second Example). Take

into account that the two plots are so different because the generation of new point is

guided by the randomic generation of values between -1 and 1. Those plots represents also

an exploration of the space, confirming what has been found previously (see Figure 5.18).
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Future Developments and

Conclusions

There’s still a lot of work to do to mark this project as completed, even if

important results have been obtained during the work that has been told in

this thesis. To conclude, it is good to report what are those results obtained,

that represent the starting point for future developments.

The first, important result obtained is related to the completion of the

implementation of the DummyClientHandler. The simulated version is

very important: it allows to tests may functionalities without actually running

the real game, and so without using many resources and much time, that,

instead, it would be needed for running the real game in the Unity environ-

ment. Moreover, with this stable version of the DummyClienHandler class,

there’s the implementation of the ChildSimulator function, which represents

an accurate simulation of the kid behaviour when playing the game and also

the simulation of the Filtering and Sharpening hypothesis application.

Second: the definition of a space of possible combinations for the

Game, which are based on literature but that can also satisfy the practical
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needs of the game, from an implementation point of view, had a huge impact

on the project, not to mention that it can give the input to the birth of

the Artificial Intelligence assistance. From now on, anyone working on the

project will be able to choose clearly and safely which trials (intended as

combination of parameters) can be used for the game, so which are

acceptable and which are unacceptable.

Finally, the third important result obtained is a direct consequence of the

second, thanks to which it was possible to explore the space of possible com-

binations, evaluating if the combination is acceptable or not.

It is quite easy to identify what are the future developments of the

project, from the server-side point of view.

• The functions related to the Generation of a New Trial can be used in the

future for designing the AI. Particularly, by now, the exploration of the

space is done randomically. The AI must select the trials in an intelligent

way, based for example on the age of the kid, exploiting the validation

function to see if a combination is acceptable or not.

• After, the AI must be able to compute trials that evolve with the evolution

of the numerical skills of the kid. This mechanism is totally missing, by

now, and it must be implemented from scratch.

• The game must be tested, with a fairly large sample of at least 100 sub-

jects. This phase is important to obtain a confirmation of the fact that

the training actually works and leads to concrete benefits.

My hopes lie in my successors: I hope that the project is soon completed,

because I am sure that its use in the real world, with real children, will bring

great benefits, both at school and in their everyday life. Working on this

project was incredible: discovering the world of Neuroscience, being able to
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work in contact with dynamic people, with great stimuli, has contributed a lot

to my growth. I leave the project in good hands!
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Parameters used in the Literature

and Unity

This appendix represents an in-depth analysis of the Paragraph 5.4.

One of the challenges of this project has been to make it consistent with

the variables that are normally used in Literature, which are Field Area, Item

Surface Area, Total Surface Area and Sparsity. This part of the work was

carried out in strong collaboration with the developer of the client part, the

colleague Gaia Brugo. This was necessary because every small change had

to correspond to a client-side test to verify that the game continued to work

correctly. Furthermore, the dataset born from this work had to be perfectly

in line with the possible combinations accepted by the game, on the client side.

Before introducing the starting point of this portion of work, it is useful to

report the game variables, present on the client side and, originally, also on

the server side.

• Number of Chickens: it indicates how many chickens must be dis-

played, for each area.

• Size Of Chickens: it is a variable related to the dimension of the chickens
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displayed in each area.

• Circle Radius: it measures the radius of the fence that contains the

chickens.

• Average Space Between: this variable indicates the average space be-

tween each chicken inside each area. Moreover, it is fundamental when

assigning a position to the chickens inside a fence: as it is shown

by Figure 5.3, the game is made by two fences and chickens go inside

those two fences. Considering only the portion of space within the fence,

so considering the radius of the fence itself, the average space between

has been used to calculate a sort of matrix of positions, also called grid

of positions: this grid is, therefore, used when it is necessary to choose

the position to be assigned to each chicken that is expected to be shown.

It is not possible to choose a position that is not present in this grid.

The grid of positions is calculated client-side, as it is part of the game design

implementation, which is why all of these listed parameters are still present

on the client side. For this reason, it was decided that server-side had to im-

plement all the chages.

A careful review of the paper "Learning to Focus on Number" has been

conducted, especially on how the stimuli space is made. Although the review

of the parameters that guide the stimuli space in the experiment has already

been carried out in Paragraph 3.3, it is useful simply to report the names

of these 4 parameters are reported: Item Surface Area, Total Surface

Area, Field Area and Sparsity (to review the meaning of each of these

parameters, please refer to Paragraph 3.3). Those variables represents the

non-numerical features of each trial of the experiment, and they’re accompa-

nied by the numerical variable, the Number of Dots displayed in each area;
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therefore 5 features define our feature space, 1 is numerical and 4 are

non-numerical.

With the aim of condensing the non-numerical variables into one, the Non-

Numerical Dimension was calculated, briefly called NND, which is defined

as the first principal component (estimated by means of Principal Component

Analysis) of the set of the 4 previously cited non-numerical variables. Each

of the non-numerical variables has a weight on the NND, which have

been already cited in Paragraph 3.3. This specific weight of each non-numerical

variable on the NND, combined with all the other weights, leads to the follow-

ing relationship:

NND = 0.577 ∗ SPARS + 0.487 ∗ ISA+ 0.473 ∗ TSA+ 0.467 ∗ FA

This formula shows that all of the 4 non-numerical variables are equally

loaded on the NND. By carefully studying the original dataset of the experi-

ment, which contains all the parameters, in terms of FA, ISA, TSA and Spar-

sity, new relationships have emerged, that bind the non-numerical vari-

ables to the numerical one, which is completely absent in the previous formula.

The new relationships were the following:

TSA = ISA ∗Number −Of −Dots

Spars = FA
Number

Having found these new relationships, the idea was to rewrite the NND

formula by replacing two of the four non-numerical variables and

introducing, in their place, the numerical variable which cannot be

replaced in any way within the game, but indeed it is crucial to guide the

number of chickens to be shown in each area/fence. Moreover, this choice
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has the advantage to reduce the feature space from four non-numerical

variables to 2 non-numerical and 1 numerical variables, and the new

obtained formula is the following:

NND = (0.577+0.467∗Number)∗ FA
Number

+(0.487+0.473∗Number)∗ISA

where FA
Number

is the substitute for the Sparsity and ISA ∗Number replaces

the TSA.

This has led to a new theoretical awareness: it has opened up to the pos-

sibility to bind some game variables to some other experiment variables, but,

to understand the binding, it was first necessary to carefully study the dataset

analyzed in the paper. It contains the following fields:

• Age of the subject: it goes from 3 to 33. For now, the age, in the game,

is not taken into account.

• Left and Right Number: those fields indicate how many dots are

displayed in the left and right area, respectively.

• Left and Right Sparsity: they refer to the Sparsity values in the left

and right areas, respectively.

• Left and Right Item Surface Area: those indicate the values of the

ISA both for left and right areas.

• Left and Right Total Surface Area: as for the ISA, those represents

the values of Total Surface Area for left and right side.

• Left and Right Field Area: they state how big the white disc area is,

in terms of measured area.

By analyzing the meaning of each of the four non-numerical variables, which

have guided the experiment, and the meaning of the game variables, new

considerations on how to do the bind have emerged:
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• The Number of Dots is directly connected with the Number of Chick-

ens, meaning that each dot will correspond to a Chicken in the Game.

• The Field Area, in the experiment, is related to the size of the area in

which the dots fall into, one for each area. In the game, the dimension of

the area/fence is guided by the Circle Radius which is not a measure

of the area of the fence in which the chickens fall into, but can be easily

connected with it, since the fence is, in Unity, designed as a circle, and

the area of the circle can be calculated as π ∗Radius2. This is why Field

Area and Circle Radius are connected.

• The Item Surface Area is a measure of the size of the dots. In the

game, there’s a variable, namely the Size of Chicken, which, as the

name already suggests, indicates how big the chickens in the areas are.

Of course, there’s one Size Of Chickens for each area, as any other game

parameter. Again, the ISA and the Size of Chicken have been connected

one another in a 1:1 relationship.

After having found a correspondence between the variables of the game

and those of the experiments described in the paper, it was also necessary

to find a "practical" correspondence, that is to understand the right way

to transpose the variables of the experiment numerically in such a

way that, once these had become game variables, the values obtained were

acceptable for the game.

To achieve this goal, once again, the original dataset was studied. This

time, however, the numerical values assigned to each of the parameters that

characterized the experiment were taken into account. The dataset contains

all the possible combinations of Number, FA, ISA, TSA and Sparsity that

characterized the trials, one for each area.
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It is useful to note that, before this theoretical study, there exists some

values that were assigned to the game variables, so this means that possible

combinations of Number, Circle Radius, Size of Chicken and Average Space

Between were already available, with which the game it works properly. The

challenge, at this point, focuses on understanding whether the combina-

tions found and tested on Unity find a theoretical match with the

data available in the dataset analyzed in the paper.

It was decided to proceed by considering the ratios between the quantities

on the left and those on the right: to give an example, considering the Field

Area and the Circle Radius, which are the variables that have been found to

be conceptually connected, the ratio between the left and right Field Area was

calculated, taking into account the values in the dataset, then doing the same

thing for the left and right Circle Radius, this time taking into consideration

the values found by the team, through different tests on the game. In the

end, these ratios were compared, to verify if the attempts made directly

on Unity are consistent with what is present on the dataset. The

ratios were calculated for both the maximum and minimum values, as to have

both a lower bound and an upper bound for the game variables. Therefore, the

following ratios were found:

Figure A.1: Maximum and Minimum ratio for the Number of Dots

Figure A.2: Maximum and Minimum ratio for Field Area
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Figure A.3: Maximum and Minimum ratio for Item Surface Area

The ratios for the Number of Chickens, the Circle Radius and the Size

of Chickens were then calculated. Evaluating the ratios, two nw considera-

tions have emerged. The range relating to the Size of Chickens has been

increased in order to comply with the limits imposed by the calculation of the

ratio, bringing the minimum value of the size of chickens from 4 to 2.5

and maintaining, instead, the maximum value fixed at 10 for compat-

ibility reasons with the game itself (it has been proven that it is impossible to

represent chickens larger than 10). The same was done for the Circle Radius:

to respect the ratios, the minimum value of the Circle Radius was lowered

from 0.8 to 0.45, while maintaining the constraint according to which the

sum of the right and left circle radius must be, at most, equal to

two. Regarding the Number, there were no particularities that emerged from

this analysis: the values to be assigned to the Number of Chickens is a variable

that is fairly free from any constraint (compatibly with the values assumed by

the non-numerical variables).

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that this analysis led to

the creation of two datasets for the game: one of them contains all

possible combinations, including what can be defined as the most challenging

ones, which is why it can be interpreted as a dataset indicated only for adult

training; another dataset contains a smaller number of combinations, which

are easier to guess, and for this reason suitable to train adults, of course,

but also children.

Having, therefore, found a dataset for all the possible combinations for the
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game variables, of course maximum and minimum values have emerged.

By exploiting the maximum and minimum values of two "connected" variables

(for example, Circle Radius and Field Area, or Item Surface Area and Size of

Chickens), it was possible to obtain the transformation formulas that allow

to accept the experiment variables and turn them into game variables. The

transformations are shown in the Figure A.4 and A.5.

Figure A.4: Circle Radius calculation, starting from the Field Area

Figure A.5: Size of Chicken calculation, starting from the Item Surface Area

The discussion relating to the Average Space Between is separated from the

other non-numerical variables. At the beginning of this study, it was thought

to be related to Sparsity, however its use in the game, i.e. for calculating the

grid of positions, showed that this was not true, because the Average Space

Between is used to calculate the grid of positions: if the Average Space between

increases, then the positions that can be occupied will be reduced because, in

fact, the space among the various chickens must increase.

Despite this, having previously found a database of possible combinations

for the Circle Radius, the Size of Chicken and the Number of Chickens, the

minimum and maximum values of the Average Space Between were found for
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each combination, and those values have been tested during game runs and

allow a correct functioning of the game. An example is reported in Figure A.6.

Figure A.6: Example of Possible Combination when Circle Radius = 0.45 and Size of Chicken

= 2.5. This example shows that, by varying the value of the Average Space Between, the

allowed Number of Chicken varies from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 21. This clarifies

also the importance of the Average Space Between chosen value, but it also explains

that, to obtain a specific Number of Chickens, there’s not just a specific value of Average

Space Between, but it is a range that gives us the same result in terms of Number of Chickens.

The Average Space Between is a measure of how much space exists

between the chickens, therefore, to obtain an analytically correct and precise

calculation, it should be linked both to how big the fence is (i.e. Circle Radius)

but also to how big the chickens are. (i.e. Size of Chicken). However, given

that, for each combination, a maximum and minimum value of Average Space

Between were found, and that therefore the value of Average Space Between

could be in this range, this allowed a margin to simplify the calculations. In

particular, for each Size of Chickens value, from the minimum to the maximum,

therefore from 2.5 to 10, the minimum possible value of the corresponding

Average Space Between was taken into consideration, obtaining the following

table:
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Figure A.7: Size of Chickens and the correspondent value of Average Space Between

From this table, considering the values in the first and last row, the equa-

tion of the line passing through two points was used, in order to find a rela-

tionship that connected the Size of Chickens to the Average Space

Between. The relationship that emerged is, therefore, the following:

Avg_Space_Between = (Size_Of_Chickens ∗ 0, 167) + 0, 183

At this point, the study on the dataset ends: all the relationships that allow

to implement the transformation from the variables and data of the experiment

to those of the game have been found. The last relationship found is linked

to the Average Space Between, and for completeness the other two found are

also reported:
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Circle_Radius = 6 ∗ 10−3 ∗
√︂
(Field_Area)

Size_Of_Chicken = 0.57 ∗
√︂
(Item_Surface_Area)

As said at the beginning of this Paragraph, those transformations found

have been implemented server-side, leading to the definition of a function

named TransformMatrix, which accepts a parameter, named trials_matrix_original,

and applies all the transformations to the proper fields, returning a trials ma-

trix that fits the game, in terms of game parameters. The code is reported

down below.

Figure A.8: TransformMatrix function code

This entire analysis led to the definition of a dataset of values of parameters,

from which a three-dimensional space of possible combinations was

obtained: the Number of Chickens, the Field Area and the Size of Chickens

were reported on the axes, and it is reported in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.9: 3D space of possible combinations

The space below the multi-colored curve represents combinations that lead

to acceptable values, both for the game and for the data provided by the

original experiment.
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